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In looking through our files last month we came upon another type of transportation

form that is not mentioned too often. This is the special or odd transfer. This type of

transfer deals with uncommon or unusual transfer situations.

Through the years, many special transfers have been employed, for instance, for trippers,

for feeders, for students, for zone use, etc. On the following pages you will find some

illustrations of actual transfers that have been developed and produced to control needs

such as these. There is for example a supplementary transfer with re-transfer coupons,

for overall use on trippers, a 5¢ transfer with credit value mentioned for transfer to zone

lines; a feeder transfer, good only on main lines; special identification checks used for

continued trips, for instance, for child or school transfering; a multiple transfer with

several coupons to be torn off each time an intermediate transfer is made. You will find

time indication handled in a variety of ways, even by clock face or a slanted time scale

used in a special cut-off device, dating, line indication and zoning are illustrated by both

punching and notching. There is also a transfer for automatic machine issuance with 2

re-transfer coupons.

These are just a few special transfers that we picked up for this issue. If you have specific

situations, perhaps one that was not illustrated, write us about it and we will try and

find some way to solve your problem.



This transfer can be
notched at the time it
is issued to indicate
not only the time, but
the issuing line's di-
rection (in or out) and
whether special or
emergency.

Valid for final
the following lines:glf.
~ I-~;':'. .:,;ES:..;T..,;M;;,;#<;,:.C:..;O:..;'=,;..E.:,;Ll;;.,;N.::,E __ -I

O
Issued to passengers paying

cash fare at an additionalo charge of one cent.

on

This is a ZONE transfer
used between more than
one operating property.
Zone is indicated by punch
mark, direction of issuing
line indicated by red bar.

Dating by notch,
using five symbols
issuing line indicated
by punch mark. VINEVILLE

Good not later than 20 min. after last
time shown above. Subject to rules of Oem-
Jr.I,ny.



THE CITY TRANSIT CO.CAR-TO-CAR
TRANSFER

Special transfer for car to car transferring
with punch indication for date, direction and time.

Special school or child
transfer with punch
indication for issuing route
and date.

Notch indicated zone transfer has punch
hole indication for fourth zone, garage
special (x) and through; The date is a
daily date.
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IDENTIFICATIONCHECK/103400
This Identification Check recetvabte only for a continuous trio
In a forward direction and within time limit Dunched for
Dhvslcal transfer BETWEEN

EXPRESS' AND LOCAL BUSES
OR

REGULAR AND SHUTTLE BUSES

Pt I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8
Continued Trip identification check.

Emergency
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ISLE OF' HOPE
TRANSFERAT

Form designed for multiple transfer with
company, to be surrendered one on each
intermediate route.

Transfers are good for COntinuous
date o~ issue only. at pr:~S:f':nO:
fer POmt. on first connecting car
onward after time s:~Own. Sub.
lect to the RuJes of the Company,

122S! 12.!.§12~ 12~12S! 1.!.§ 1~ 1~22S! 2.!.!!2i!Q 2~322 3.!.§ 3~ 3~42S! 4.!.§ 4i!Q 4~522 5.!.§ 5~ 5~622 6.!.§ 6i!Q 6~72S! 7.!.§ 7i!Q 7~822 8.!.§ 8i!Q 8~922 9.!.§ 9~ 9~102S! 10.!.§10~ 10~112S! 11.!.!!11i!Q 11~

------ ----L,," NOI..l,YYO.:fY3d H;)..t.ON 6

Simple punch-
out time
indication
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12 NOTCH Pt:R'OR"'TI~ _5~-----

GLOBE T:CKET COMPANY. PHILA. I£i~

This transfer has a clock face
for punching to indicate time;
date and issuing line are also
signalled by punch hole.

Transfer with notch
type signal to indi-
cate area from
which round
tripping might "be
possible unless
signalled.

Zone type transfer with
punch indication for issuing
route and fare paid.

Universal feeder transfer.

FROM
fEEDER
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Transfer for'through Issuance
m . automatic
echines with t

re-transfer wocoupons.

5¢ transfer withfor transfer to zocred~t value mentine lines. oned,

indleef
indicates issu;on ~n route map
Clock face tim ng .Ine and area'
punch out. e SIgnal for '

Punch'
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